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NEWSLETTER SEPTEMBER 2020

Sadly for some, happily for the others… summer holidays are over. New school
year is here and so there are lots of new things to learn and to explore. In
September, we met for the first time and welcomed our new N1 friends: Sharks
in Stare Mesto, Dragonflies in Mlynska Dolina, Penguins in Horsky Park, and
Koalas in Koliba. This way, we would like to wish everyone amazing school
year filled with lots of experiences and nice memories.

SECRETS OF OUR KINDERGARTEN

Summer went by very quickly and some of us haven´t been to our kindergarten for 2
months, therefore, repetition is very important… as well as remembering where our dining
room is, where the bathrooms are, and where to find our favourite toys. And so we set to
discover all the secret nooks of our alma mater… The most fascinating room for the kids
was the office. It´s a place where they don´t often go so they finally got a chance to see
what is inside. Plenty of papers alongside folders, computers, and tables. So boring, one
would think! A room without toys, would you believe that? But kids found it amusing
anyways – especially a copy maker that spat plentiful of colouring pages at them. Our food
lovers liked the kitchen the most, where our dear cooks welcomed us with a big smile. The
biggest secret for all of us was the service room and cleaning cabinet. Now that we´ve
seen all the hidden nooks and secret chambers, we are 100% ready for new adventures in
the new school year.

https://mailchi.mp/473ed1a69d89/getting-back-together-3555734?e=[UNIQID]




WE SPY 

Why is it great to be in your class?

Lena (Foxes): I like superheroes in KG. 

Rafael (Turtles): Because we are preschoolers. 

Sofia H. (Pandas): I have there fruit, bananas, watermelon. I like something, toys. 



Matiasko (Ladybugs): The best is that we are the biggest kids from the

Kindergarten, we are helping other kids, we are together – all friends and we are

fighting judo. 

Amálka (Flamingos): We need to best be flamingo, hmmm.. what is the best? I like

that we have corners. 

Evička (Koalas): We can play like baby koala. 

Jurko (Pufferfish): Because we are on the Green Classroom. 

Mark (Kiwis): I like to be Kiwis, because we have books and we can read them

during nap time. 

Hanka & Maya (Butterflies): Že sa tu hráme. 

Seojin (Kangaroos): Kangaroos are big and clever kids. 

Baška (Owls): My daddy, he was preparing owls the trees.

TEAMBUILDING TRIP

Even though Corona virus changed everything around us, it cannot stop us from getting
new friendships in kindergarten. As it is important to know all our classmates and teachers,
we had a team-building day. Some of the nursery classes enjoyed a lovely picnic in
garden, and others, due to the weather, had picnic inside. Fun with lots of fruit, melted
chocolate with cream and favorite music list, that´s what brings people together. Also, the
big ones had a fabulous time playing various team-building games as well as eating
yummy treats – both indoors and outdoors. They created a coffee house atmosphere in the
classroom with music, made their orders of hot chocolate and had nice chats with friends.
And outdoors, surrounded by lovely nature, they underwent a challenge full of various
tasks. What a splendid start of the new school year.





THIS IS ME

At the beginning of every school year, we create space for kids to get to know each other a
bit more. The Show & Tell project is very popular and new kids can see who their new
friends are. Some kids already know each other but through this project they learn
something new they did not know about their friends. So classes, what new did you learn
about your friends this year?





TEACHERS´ INQUIRY 

What do you like the best about yourself?

Ms Miška M: My sense of humour with the taste of sarcasm 

Ms Vava: I like many things... the one serves me probably the best: The ability to

find a happy place and stay mostly happy. 



Ms Simi: I like the way that I can intuitively feel what others are feeling, and truly

understand who they are and where they come from. 

Ms Zuzka: I like my smile because it´s free and I can give it to everyone. 

Ms Veve P.: When there is some stress my mind always stays pragmatic and

quickly looks for a solution. It feels like electricity and I like the speed in my head 

Ms Magda: My coolheadedness, I guess. 

Ms Lili: The fact that I am being honest all the time. It gives me the feeling of

freedom. 

Mr Jakub: People use to say that I´m really patient and honest person. So I will go

with that...

THE PLACE WHERE WE LIVE

We love to learn about the city we live in. This year in a special form, kids from big section
went to exploring the neighbourhood of the kindergarten. They were looking at the
architecture, houses, different buildings, nature, and everything that makes the
neighbourhood so pretty. Some of us had a scavenger hunt, some of us even went to an
open air gallery. But we did not stop talking about architecture once back in the
kindergarten! We continued with the discussion and the drawings of the buildings! And
what about our smaller kids? Well, they built their own city from the cardboard boxes! They
were painting, sticking, designing, and of course learning many many new words. We all
got to be architects for a little while.



WE SPY 

What should be in the house of your dreams?

Paulínka (Turtles): I would have in my house letters and numbers and everything

we are here doing. 

Baška (Owl): The egg, the unicorn egg. It would crack. Dinosaur. I paint the walls

pinky blue rainbow, also the roof green. 

Iľjuška (Ladybugs): Harry Potters School or three small canary birds – I have them

at home already. (Teacher – So what does it mean?) Iľja: It means my dreams came

true!

Riško (Flamingos): I like beds in Bratislava. 

Rania (Kiwis): Big stickers everywhere! 

Adam (Crabs): Toys and also in the garage 6 grasscutters. 1 and 1 at my grandma

and 5 at home. I like to eat chocolate. Sweets and motorbikes because they go very

fast. 

Mimi (Pufferfish): My mummy say I have to clean my room but I don’t want to clean

my room. 

Emmka (Butterflies): Elza and Anna. 

Lenny (Panda): A toy, this much toys. Bookies, we need bookies for reading. 

Oskar (Kangaroo): Ice-cream machine because ice-cream is yummy.

Are you interested in what was special in our classrooms? Click here and read
about our class projects we´ve been working on.

OUR CLASS PROJECTS

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/14ef97c8-75a4-487a-b87a-f1fa6e3b8be6/Sep_20_Class_Projects.pdf


WHAT KEPT US BUSY...

Since parents cannot enter our kindergarten at the moment, we decided to
bring a pinch of kindergarten to you all. We are sure, you are interested in what
our kids kept doing throughout September. Press the button bellow and see
some of our wonderful crafts, drawings, paintings, and worksheet...

UPCOMING EVENTS

HALLOWEEN PARTY 

27.10.2020 Koliba 

28.10.2020 Horsky Park 

29.10.2020 Mlynska Dolina 

30.10.2020 Stare Mesto
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ART GALLERY

Do you want to see more pictures? Click here...
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